
Twenty-one-year-old Ryan Danziger, who’s nonverbal and uses a wheelchair

due to his cerebral palsy, has struggled to communicate throughout his life.

While he’s tried to express himself with numerous assistive communication

devices, none were effective due to his mobility limitations—until the

Control Bionics NeuroNode. 

Using wrist movements to activate the wearable electromyography (EMG)

technology, Ryan can both see and hear words as they are highlighted on

the device and select what he chooses to communicate. The customized

wrist movement required for Ryan to make these selections proved to be an

ideal method for regular and sustained access, not causing fatigue or other

difficulties he had experienced in the past. 

A young man with cerebral palsy gets his first real chance to

communicate via NeuroNode’s wearable EMG technology.



At the Lakeview School, a private school for

children with disabilities in Edison, N.J.,

Megan McGrath, MA, CCC-SLP, Ryan’s

speech-language pathologist, created a large

communication binder filled with photos and

symbols for him to use to communicate. He

also used a simple communication aid with a

switch, but that was limiting in terms of the

language that could be stored. His physical

limitations from his diagnosis also made

consistent use of a switch or button

challenging. Ryan tried using devices by

operating switches with his head or arm, but

he’d often overshoot, particularly when

excited, and grow fatigued. None of the

assistive communication devices available were

the right fit for Ryan, McGrath explained.

Ryan Danziger from Flemington, N.J., has a

great sense of humor, beamed his mom,

Cindy. “He loves to laugh, he loves to joke,

and he’s very social,” she said, noting that

shopping trips to the local Target, Wegmans

and ShopRite give him great enjoyment.

During a recent outing, Ryan was heard belly-

laughing by a man who was an aisle away.

“People in the community know him,”

explained Cindy. “Someone shouted over,

‘Hey, is that Ryan Danziger?’”

Being nonverbal, communication has been a

challenge for Ryan over the years. While his

closest loved ones have come to understand

what his body and eye movements mean, he

has a tough time expressing himself during

interactions with strangers and casual

acquaintances due to the physical limitations

that come along with his medical diagnosis.

He has also communicated with his speech-

language pathologist, family, and friends via

methods that require dependence like basic

eye gaze techniques and choosing “left,

middle, or right,” or “one or two” when

presented with choices. 

“He understands so much,” said Cindy, “and

wants to be able to tell stories, answer

questions, and share things with people who

are interested in getting to know him.” 



In 2020, Control Bionics loaned one of its

NeuroNode devices to Ryan to see if he’d be

able to access the communication device

successfully. Since the NeuroNode is wearable

and requires less movement than traditional

access methods, Ryan’s team thought it might be

a good option for him.

Ryan, his mother, and the therapy team worked

together to understand his movement patterns

and specifically wrist rotation motion so the

NeuroNode could be activated and programmed

to his abilities. 

“Ryan conditioned very quickly, and after about 5

minutes was able to use the NeuroNode to

communicate on the device. We created a

customized page for him that contained

motivating vocabulary to use in conjunction with

the NeuroNode, so right away he was able to

communicate with the world around him,”

explained Christie Rowzee, MA, CCC-SLP,

Regional Sales Manager for Control Bionics Ltd.



“With traditional mechanical switches, the

user must physically locate, depress and

release a button that is in a fixed location.

This can be challenging and fatiguing over

time for individuals with motor challenges and

complex bodies,” said Rowzee. “The

NeuroNode differs from these access

methods in that the switch is wearable and

the amount of movement required to activate

can be customized based upon the client’s

desire or ability level,” she added, noting that

the versatility of the device was beneficial for

a number of students at Lakeview. 

"All Ryan has to do is turn his wrist
to activate the scan of words. He got
it right away. He was so excited, and
we were really able to see that
excitement. That’s the real Ryan!"

MEGAN MCGRATH, MA, CCC-SLP
RYAN’S SPEECH-LANGUAGE PATHOLOGIST

Ryan was testing out the technology when the

COVID-19 pandemic hit, and McGrath used

the opportunity to work with him virtually on

wrist activation and other new skills. By the

fall, when Lakeview reopened, his team

performed an official evaluation of Ryan with

the Control Bionics device. Following weeks

of virtual training and practice with the

system, the team was able to justify medical

necessity to his insurance company and Ryan

was approved for his own device.



The NeuroNode connects wirelessly via

Bluetooth to Ryan’s Control Bionics

communication device that houses grids of core

words and vocabulary organized by category,

which McGrath set up according to Ryan’s

needs, motivations, and preferences. She has

also been able to regularly update his language

and page sets via the cloud to allow for

changes. Ryan uses basic wrist movements to

activate the Control Bionics NeuroNode’s EMG

technology to select these words, which has

proven to be an effective communication

method.

“Ryan has been a model for all of us working at

Lakeview, and it’s really changed how we

approach our students,” McGrath said. “[With

the NeuroNode] he immediately came out of

the gate with language: he was able to prove

to us what we already suspected all along.”

The technology’s versatility is one of its greatest

strengths, with various devices, software options

and personalized options available to fit a range

of non-verbal, motorically limited and medically

fragile populations.

“As a speech pathologist myself, I really feel

there’s no other device on the market that

allows for this much flexibility, versatility, and

customization to the individual user,” Rowzee

said. “Offering this unique type of system to

therapy teams has allowed them to approach

their clients in a different way by providing them

a multimodal access system with so much

customization. We don’t want the client to have

to adapt to our device, we want to tailor the

device to them.”



For Ryan, his voice now helps him to

sum up his experience with the

technology: “I wear a special watch

that helps me choose my words. I

hope to get better with my device and

to do some more things

independently,” he said. “I want to

use my device to communicate more

with friends and in places like my

church.” 

“All Ryan has to do is turn his wrist to

activate the scan of words,” explained

McGrath. “He got it right away. He

was so excited, and we were really

able to see that excitement. That’s

the real Ryan!”

Control bionics is an assistive technology device company that enables people with communication

challenges to participate more fully in daily life. Originally, our EMG technology was developed to

help veterans living with conditions like ALS and SCI, resulting in paralysis and loss of speech.

Today, our augmentative and alternative communication (AAC) offerings help people with a range

of conditions to find their “voice” once more. Control Bionics’ Trilogy product line is the only AAC

product line that harnesses three modalities—touch control, eye control, and NeuroNode control—

to give users the ultimate, personalized opportunity to express themselves and control the world

around them with the most responsive, high level customer support. For more information, please

visit www.controlbionics.com.

http://www.numotion.com/

